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ABSTRACT' 

The Rochester Police Departrrent in collaboration with the 
Rochester-funroe County Criminal Justice Pilot City Program have 
developed a project to continue, during the sumrer nonths of 1974, 
the ~.irrentation with police-civilian foot patrols begun last 
year in Rochester, New York. PAC-TAC III (Police and Citizens -
Together Against Crirre) will continue to assess the benefits to law 
enforcerrent, crime control, and police conrnunity relations of teaming 
trained civilians with police officers and assigning them to beat 
areas in the City. 

Sixteen PAC-TAC teams will patrol nightly in four areas of 
the City. Different IIrrodes l1 of patrol will be evaluated,. with SGlITle 

teams using bicycles to increase nobility and same teams 8uppqrted 
by a nobile PAC-TAC tmi t. Responsive deployment of the teams will 
be utilized by supervisors to allow for efficient use of manpower. 
PAC-~ III will test these revisions of the original experirrenta1 
design to det.ermine the best method of team deployment for eventual 
institutionalization. An evaluation will be Ul1dertaken to measure 
the proj ect 's affect on arrest, offenses, calls for service, workloads, 
response time, and deterrence of street crime. 

PAC-TAC III, which will operate six lIDnths I is funded by 
$124,999 in discretionary funds of the law Enforceuent Assistance 
Administration. 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

The preparation of this dOCUll\9l1.t was sUPfX)rted by Grant 
74 NI-02-0002 from the National Institute of law Enforceuent and 
Criminal Justice of the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration, 
United States Department of Justice. Stateuents or conclusions 
contained in this paper do not necessarily indicate the concurrence 
of the Institute. 

Publication #21 
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BACKGROUND 

The PAC-TAC program provided an exper:ilnental setting in which to 

examine a novel variation on the traditional IOOdel of police foot 

patrols. Civilians were employed by the police department to walk 

regular beats in their neighl:::orhoods as the r:artners of police officers. 

Examination of the w.:>rk of these PAC-TAC teams, sixteen in all, made it 

possible to reach certain prel:iminary conclusions aOOut the value, for 

cities like Rochester, New York, of redeeming the foot patrol as an 

operational feature of urban police work and of employing civilians as 

police para-professionals. 

The PAC-TAC model sought to integrate police work into the neighborhocx1. 

fut only were police officers to be removed fran their patrol cars and 

placed on beats where they could develop ties with community residents 

and a keener appreciation of the life styles and values of the city's 

different carmuni ties, but they were also to be aided in their \\{.)rk by 

community residents who would serve as liaisons to neighborhood insti tu-

tions. This team model, it was hoped, would improve police-canmunity 

relations, exert sane small deterrent effect on cannon street crimes, and 

help to evolve feasible divisions-of-labar between regular police officers 

and their new r:ara-professional p3.rtners. The latter possibility, in 

particular, pranised to point toward new mcdels for organizing the work 

traditionally done in urban police der:artments. Should the work of the 

police-civilian teams have succeeded in any min:imal respect, the 

PAC-TAC model would have vindicated itself in cost-benefit terms due to 

the savings that could accrue to urban departments fran the use of 
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civilians in certain team policing contexts. Several of PAC-TAC' s 

objectives were clearly shared with the recommendations regarding police 

made by the National Advisory Commission on criminal Justice Standar.ds 

and Goals. The success of the program was to be judged in a rigorously 

planned evaluation. 

Six rronths of a program like PAC-TAC, it now seems clear, constituted 

too short a period of time in which some of benefits it was expected 

to produce should reasonably have been proj ected to appear. The 

evaluation of PAC-TAC brought this deficiency of our time-frame to 

light. This is especially true with respect to the use of civilians. 

We have learned that six rronths is too little time for civilians to qain 

the practical experie1ce essential to the effective performance of 

many ordinary police duties, especially in a team context, or for reasonable 

or stable divisions-of-labor between civilians and police officers 

to errerge. 

The evaluation of other projected outC'ClITleS of the experiment was 

also affected by the narrowness of the time-frame. To the present, 

it is possible to demonstrate numerically trivial but statistically 

significant effects of PAC-TAC on increases in arrest statistics. It 

nay also be sl10Nn that PAC-TAC teams relieved regular patrols of many 

"calls-for-service," and contributed substantially to the investigation 

of several serious crimes. Though a ccmnLmi ty survey of citizens' 

responses to the program is as yet incomplete, the evidence from ethnographic 

field work suggests a rather complicated interpretation of team success in 

public relations and in integrating police work into various neighborhoods. 

The work of the teams, from this perspective, is seen to be a function of 

the "style" of the police partner, who uniformly daninates the team and determines 
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whether they will actively perform a public relations function. 

Effective public relations, in turn, appears to be possible only in 

neighborhoods and on beats distinguished by certain ecological and 

structural characteristics, mainly of a sort to facilitate an expansion 

and ramification of team contacts. These natters will be developed 

further in the evaluation report. 

Though the judgment of the use of civilians in the P,AC-TAC context must 

also await further evaluation, the bas.:ic foot-patrol model was a success. 

Not only did the patrols work in an effective pattern of coordination 

with regular police services in the city, but they also handled a 

substantial amount of work on beats wffire there was work to do and 

at times when there was pressure on regular patrols to divert attention 

to serious police matters. In addition, it was observed that many of 

the police officers who participated in the program were enthusiastic 

about the value of foot patrols as a means of bringing their work 

back into contact with the carmunity. Walking a beat was the first 

opportunity for many of the younger officers to get out of their cars 

and to meet carmunity residents in unofficial contexts. Many felt this 

kind of contact WiS extremely useful not only to themselves but also to the 

:lroa.ge of the police department in the carmunity. Whether this contact 

had any substantial effect on public opinion in the six month period is 

open to question, but there can be no doubt that the experience of 

foot patrol encouraged a more responsive attitude in sane officers to 

the residents in particular neighborhoods and made police ~rk in 

these areas less difficult for them. 

-3-
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LESSONS OF PAC-TAC I 

Rather than "Did PAC-TAC work?", the appropriate question at this 

time is "What lessons have been learned fran PAC-TAC I?" What can be 

improved about the experimental model we began with? A number of factors 
\ 

suggest themselves on the basis of last summer's experience: 

1. The teams can be given more work to do if they are permitted greater 

mobility on their beats. This implies the need, not for Staller 

beat areas but for sane team-related means of locarotion within 

beat areas, other than that provided by regular patrols. 

2. The civilian team rneITbers must be designated certain fixed responsi-

bllities. These responsibilities, however minor, must be clearly 

defined and carefully taught as part of a training program (e.g., 

first aid, traffic direction, radio work) • 

3. There must be greater administrative flexibility in the use and 

deployment of teams. No team should be expected to work a dead 

beat on a dead night, and supervisors should hdve Jle discretion 

to extend working hours on given nights. 

4. The infonnation developed hy teams ar.d the infOl.'1t1a.tion developed by 

regular patrols must be shared to a greater extent than is now the 

case. 

5. Greater effort must be made to maintain team stability. 

-5-



The suggestions .in this list po.int back to aspects of the original 

experiment that can be changed to improve its operation. All 

relate to difficulties of scheduling, supervision, and the·d~.L-ution 

of beat areas, and thus do not reflect upon the basic PAC-TAC rrodel. 

Fran the po.int of view of the concept, they require trivial modifications. 

One, OOwever, is directly addressed to the structur.ing of activities on 

the teams. In the actual IDrk of the police-civilian teams observed 

last surrmer, we were repeatedly confronted with the problem of 

def.in.ing functions for the civilians that they could reasonably be 

expected to manage. On many teams, sane functions did regularly fall 

to civilians, e.g., carry.ing and monitor.ing the team radio. Even 

though it is cheaper to US8 a civilian than to employ additional 

policerren in such matters, the civilian ftmction did not impress 

us as hav.ing the degree C'f robustnass we wanted it to have. One 

difficulty, we felt, was that the civilians lacked the necessa.:r:y 

degree of experience \';Orking the beat and engaging in routine police 

functions to make either themselves or their police partners fully canfortable 

in further expanding their functions. Many policemen simply refused to 

delegate responsibilities t.o their partners. Sane, though a minority, 

refused to respond to calls in which their partners, in their opinion, 

wuld have been a hindrance or for which they had no experience. 

It rem:1.ins questionable whether civilians so daninated by their police 

pal:tners can l:e expected to contr:Lbute to their fullest to any of the 

functions we saw the PAC-TAC teams serving -- med.iation of ccrrmuni.ty 

integration, ancillary subprofessional police duties, etc. Though sane 

police officers were justly cautious in w:rking with civilian p:trt:ners, 
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many seem not to have allowed their 'partners to define stable functions. 

For this reason, part of any further experimentation under the PAC-TAC 

mc:xJ.el should include a specific delineation of civilian responsibilities 

and an .effort to augment civilian experience. In addition, we see the 

need for a more rigorous training program in specifically useful skills 

like radio management and .in the general rules of police demeanor. 

RE.VISION FOR 1974 

Our objectives for 1974 are: (1) to increase the speed with which 

teams can move within beat areas when necessary; (2) to introduce sched

uling flexibility into team administration and deployment; and (3) to 

examine the feasibility of employing civilians as second members of re

gular mobile patrols within the context of a mobile support system for 

foot-patrols. Let us address each of these objectives by specifying them 

in terms of an experimental design. 

(1) ~pediting Team Mobility. The objective in a foot-patrol 

system should not be to prc:duce a constant rate of either fast or sloo 

movement within a beat area. ~lovement that is too rapid discourages at

tention to details and .iJnpedes public contact; movement. that is too slow 

diminishes the area that can be covered and reduces the number of civilian 

contacts that can be IlE.de. Obviously this can be taught to patrolmen, 

if their own experience does not suggest it. But the l:imitation of the 

foot patrol is that the range of speeds within which the team may deter

mine its own rate of rrovernents is l:imited by the fact that the team is 

on foot and toth, partners are not equally capable of the same rates of 

movement for the same periods of time. 

-7-
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One solution to problems of movement faced by foot patrols is to 

supply teams with sane auxiliary means of tranSJ:X>rtation that will 

enable them to patrol a beat area at rates appropriate to different 

functions, while at the same time preserving the essential character of 

foot patrol. The experience of 1973 suggests that such auxiliary 

transportation would increase the workload of teams by decreasing 

the inefficiency of the resic foot patrol system, and lessening the 

fatigue of team members. Of the various means of transportation we have 

considered to serve these ends (scooters, bicycles, rrotor bikes, etc.) 

the one we have found most flexible is the bicycle. Providing flexibility 

in terms of Sf€ed and capacity, bicycles will enable teams to ma.intain 

their essential openness to civilian contact. We propose to define six 

beat areas in one part of the city in which to e.xperiment with teams 

employing bicycles. 

(2) Police-Civilian Mobile SUPp?l.-t Systems. PAC-TAC teams 

provide a cheaper means of ma.intaining two-person foot patrols. What 

basis is there to project such cost benefits to regular mobile patrols? 

'1'he answer to this question depends on defining some filllctions of b,.;o

ma.n mobile patrols that need pot employ two policemen. Though it seems 

obvious that there are some things that civilians could do in team poli

cing circumstances, the real benefits of civilians under the PAC-TAC 

model 'Were supposed to derive fran ccmnunity relations. Putting civilians 

into police cars thus w:mld seem to contradict the logic with which PAC

TAC began -- getting policerren out of their cars. But, as we have sug

gested earlier ,one of the difficult problems in evaluating how speci-

fically to use civilians as "para-professionals 11 -- a difficulty, at 
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least, of our initial design -- was that civilians lacked experience. 

Their police partners 'Were justifiably cautious in allowing responsibility 

to devolve into their hands. They D-,I,d not seen the police side of oelice ... 

mrk; rarely had any of than been exposed to the less routine duties 

encoillltered by police officers. The initial view we had of this spectrum 

of police activity encouraged us to seek to insulate the civilians fran 

all but routine service functions and public relations. We now see this 

as a mistake. It now seems to us unlikely that fully effective trust 

and cooperation between police officers and civilians can be developed 

unless the civilian is able to participate meaningfully as a supporting 

partner in team actions. We do not want to make civilians into trained 
~ 

policemen, but it is apparent to us that the civilian must be placed 

in a position to gain more exposure to police work and to gaj.n it in a 

relatively short period of time. We propose to do this by placing civ

ilians in police cars, with their partners, and delegating to the 

motorized PAC-TAC team specific reSJ:X>nsibilities as a "support system" 

for PAC-TAC foot patrols. 

Experimentally, a further area of the city will be defined to in

clude six beat areas. Six PAC-TAC teams will be available to work these 

beats. On any given night, however, only five of these beats will be 

patrolled on foot. Five teams will be walking, and a sixth team will be 

patrolling among the beat areas in a ma.rked police car. The mrk of this 

team will center on the function of supplying lISUpport services" for 

any of the foot patrols -- transportation, back-up, canrcn.mications relays, 

etc. otherwise, this team will engage in routine roobile patrol within 

the area of t.~esa six beats, reSJ:X>nding at its own discretion to any calls 

-9-
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in its area. The civilian in these circumstances will act as an aide 

to the FOlice officer. 

While one function of this particular f'..xperirnental variation is to 

augment civilian experience, it also provides another means of improving 

team ITObility and team work-capacity. For instance, the mobile PAC-TAC 

team automatically creates ti18 possibility of a tk~ck-ur) situation involving 

two policemen and two civilians. This provides another cost justification 

of this model, since it eliminates the need for foot patrols consisting of 

two policemen. The teams of two police officers experimented with in 1973 

were allocated to high crime areas of the city and perfonred very effectively. 

In effect, hcwever, the mobile PAC-TAC support team supplies a second . 

police officer to any patrol situation requiring multiple police action. 

These situations, in our experience, arose infrequently e.llough to justify 

placing the second police officer in a support team capacity. The savings 

involved permit us to maintain additional persoll)"II''!l. 

(3) Administrative Flexibility. The third variation on the 

1973 experimental m:del involves introducing supervisory discretion 

into team deploYlnent. Adhering to a fixed set of beats and a fixed 

schedule for patrols introduces inefficiency into the use of r.hA tPrJ)'T1s. 

Fran the police perspective, it makes sense to permit a supervisor to 

determine how many teams will work on given nights, how long they will 

\'.Drk, and where they will \'.Drk. Last summer's experience pointed out 

f tr 1 ill· "dead" areas on "dead" nights; little the futility of the oct pa 0 

work was done and very few public contacts we~e made. 
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To eliminate this source of waste, we proFOse an operational model 

in which the supervisor in each area will have the discretion to allocate 

three of the six teams under his control into any of several meaningful 

beats. He will have the discretion to mobilize all or none of these 

three teams on given nights, to cut short or extend nightly hours, or to 

transfer teams among beat areas. The beats he may use will be defined 

by the experimenters, but. will form a set so defined that meaningful IDrk

loads can be found for all of the teams each night. Thus, 'besi~es the 

three fixed beats covered every night, each area will have three teams that 

may "float" among defined beats. This kind of flexibility puts th(~ super-

visor in a po~>itiQn to maximize the usefulness of the ~. . .'. . ., . 

THE EXPERIMENrAL SCHEME 

The experimental scheme for PAC-TAC I was factorial; with respect 

to each 11 outcome II variable, the scheme permitted judgements of the ef-

fects of team size, team composition (FOlice and,civilliu1 members); and 

presence or absence of any foot patrol. Of the combinations of factors 

examined last year, this year I s experiment will further exalline varia

tions on the two-person police-and-civilian team (last year I s ,P + C 

stimulus). Team size will not be manipulated again, nor shall \'1e fur-

ther examine the two-police team. 

We may thus represent our proposal for 1974 as in Figure 1, 'Vmere 

the relevant factors present in the 1973 experiment are depicted as 

giving rise to four experimental variations in 1974. Schematically, we 

have four separate experiments that alter the original (P-tC) stimulus, 

and we label these variations El through E4 . In p::>int of fact, of course, 
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Figure 1. E?q::erimcnta1 Scheme for PAC-TAC III 

E 

(1973) 
t1 

(1973) 
t2 

E 

_G:' ~1 
B + RD 

Y t2 

S 

E 

y ~ 1 e3 

I 
MST . i 

Y t2 

Y4t1 

°73 

Y t2 
4 

E~ 
Y t1 Y t1 e4 ~ 

\ ••• (i) 

° MST + RD / 
l 

PAC-TAC I 

PAC-TAC III 

Y t21 ~ ~ t, e
2 e2 e3 

~ , 

(3) (3) (3) 

Where: 

B = Bicycles 
RD = Responsive Deployrrent 

MsT = t-bbile Support Team 
f = No. of beats 
t ='tirre 

(3) 

Si = Sampling areas during PAC-TAC I 
Ei = The four experirrental variations in PAC-TAC III 
Y i = Dependent variables in each a-perirrent 

(i) 

Ki =. Control areas for each experirrental area (i=l, ••• ,4) 
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the scheme again represents a factorial experiment since factors El and 

E2, factors E3 and E4, and factors E2 and E4 share cammon stimuli -

bicycles, mobile support teams, and responsive deploymenb respectively. 

Each of the four experimental blocks bas three (P + C) teams allocated to 

it. There are, in addition, i ~'s, or control areas, corresp:mding to 

the ~ different beat areas utilized in the set of experimental variations. 

It is convenient to think of each experimental variation as a set of 

beats, each of which we nay number as a bi • Thus, biE E i: In tenns of 

natching beats and control areas, we shall follow the following rule: 

where possible, sane beats in each 0xperimental area will be matched with 

beats in the remianing areas, including controls (i.e. ,V"bi E.. Ei' 3bj ~ Ej 

3 bj = bi, Vi, j: i -I j). The natching criterion in the 1974 exper:irrent will 

be an index nu:rtber fram street crimes. (This is less preferable 

than natchir,lg on variol.;. mographic characteristics, but we resort to 

it in lieu of census naterials valid for 1974) • 

In the schEmi:l..tic representation, the stimulus for each Ei is la

belled representing the p3Xticular variation on (P + C) introduced in 

that set of beats. Thus, the bicycle is introduced in El' the bicycles 

plus responsive deploym::mt in E2,· the rrobile support team in Ey and 

the nobile sUPpJrt combined with responsive deploymmt in E4 • The Y's 

in each block represent the various dependent variables -- or lIoutcanes ll 

that will be measured in connection with eaC'.h exoeril1'€nt. The sc..'I)e.T!'e makes 

explicit the POssibilitv of ~ina the' Y's in 1974 with t~he Y's in 1973, 
~ .. .. .. , 

as well as considerina only the co~iRonR p0Rsihle in 19?A. 
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Each E will be geographically contained in one area of the city. 

Three (p + C) teams will be allocated to each of these areas, making 

twelve teams in all. El and E3 will involve three fixed beat areas, 

whereas E2 and E4, enjoying responsive deployment, will operate in a 

larger set of defined beats. 

CRITERION VARIABLES AND PROJECTED OO'ICCMES 

There are several dependent variables in each exper.iment; sane 

are shared among all exper.iments, others are not shared and thus consti-

tute descriptive criteria. 

a.) Historical Canparisons With PAC-TAC 1. It will be 

useful to find out whether the variations tried this year offer any 

.improvanent over the PAC-TAC performance in 1973. 'We may examine this 

pJssiliility by cauparing basic cr.ime statistics -- arrests, offenses, 

and calls for service -- and statistics on team T,-,Drk-loads -- number 

of team responses to calls for service, for example -- for the two 

experimental periods, 1973 and 1974. 

b.) Criteria in 1974. In 1974, therefore, part of the eval-

uation effort will be directed toward collecting data that can be can-

pared with the performance of PAC-TAC in 1973. These variables include 

the basic cr.ime data for each area, as well as information describing 

the teams' work loads. 

In addition, we shall now be interested in team response-t.ime, 

since tw:> of our stimuli should effect team rrobility. 

-14-
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Beyond these quantitative measuranents, it is also critical to in-

clude among our evaluation criteria various descriptive observations re-

lating to team work habits and division-of-labor. Among the expecta-

tions that attach to E3 and E4, for example, art"! predictions about the 

effects on team cooperation and sharing of responsibility that may result 

fran providing civilians with greater exposure to a fuller range of police 

responsibilities. 

c. ) Explicit canparisons. We may make these expectations 

canpletely unambiguous by stating them in terms of inequalities, follow-

ing the usual conventions in experimental design. 

First, the historical canparison is based on the prediction that 

the 1974 variations on the PAC-TAC stimulus will .improve its perfonnance 

relative to 1973. The canparisons may be stated relative to the con

trols during each period, 'but for purposes of exposition we shall spel~ify 

only canparisons among blocks and across time. Thus, 

( yt2 _ ytl ) + ( yt2_ ytl ) + ( yt2 _ ytl) + 
El El E2 E2 E3 E3 

( yt2 _ ytl ) > 4( yt2 _ ytl ), 
E4 E4 Ek Ek 

or, in the shorthand we shall use subsequently, 

as follows: 

a. ) For response-time 

-15-
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b. ) For team mrk-loads 

c. ) For Y = deterrence of street crime 

d.) Similarly, with respect to team division of labor, letting 

Y = the range of functions civilians handle on the PAC-TAC teams, ~ 

might expect, 

('l
E
·· +Y

E 
) > (Y +Y 

3 4 El E2 

Though we have allowed the operational Ireaning of these variables 

to rerrain implicit, the expectations we have regarding the experiment 

are explicitly stated in terms of these inequalities. 
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EVALUATICN mSI<N 

Evaluation of this e:xperirrent :requires the collection, coordina

tion, and analysis of several kinds of data. 

1. Data on 'learn 'Vbrk. Data on offenses, calls-for-service, 

and arrests must be retrieved from the records of the RJchester Police 

r::epartrrent. 'lhe data must cover the period of the e:xperirrent and be 
, , 

retrieved according to several criteria of conparison: e.g., within 

beat areas across tine; within areas adjacent to beat areas across t:boo, 

etc. 

Data on response-tines cannot be calculated from police 

records, but must be specially gathered for this evaluation. To 

supplerrent the capacities of the Iesearch and r::evelcprrent Section of the 

Police l:epartrrent in gathering this information, the proposal includes 

rronies for the hiring of a civilian research assistant. 'Ihe research 

assistant will also crld in develcping a training program for the team 

llEITbers and crld in defining beat areas. 
.' " 

" 

2. Observations on teamwork and· division of labor require 

the evaluation to field a ntmlber of trained ethnographers to walk with 

teams and to rrake canparisons arrong beat areas. Much of the most mean

ingful info:r:nation obtained in 1973 was of this qualitative sort. W= 

now feel the need to supplement these earlier observations on a larger 

scale and in greater depth. 

In addition, explicit measurements of various attitudes and work 
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patterns of team nerrbers ImlSt be taken via written instrurrents. Tearrs 

ImlSt be expected to carplete daily logs of their activity, and to parti

cipate in occasional "debriefinq" sessions. The,objecti'Ves of these 

measurement efforts will be to describe the feelings of team members 

toward their beats, 't-rork, and p3.rtners under the different experimental 

manipulations. Though sane of the instnnnents and fonus used for these 

purposes in 1973 rray be repeated in 1974, the evaluator will be expected 

to review and redesign these instnnnents where needed. 

The evaluator will also rely 011 the police department to suppl:S" 

him with a great deal of routine infonnation about the particip;mts in 

the experiment. It will 1:e necessary to examine team absenteeis.n and 

personnel turnover, the stability of team membership, etc., and to des

cribe these phenorrena, especially as they relate to team perfont1anre. 

Sorre of this infonnation will be routinely kept by the polire departrrent, 

but it will be the duty of the civilian assistant to 'WO:rk with the 

project director and team supervisors to manage this infonnation 

efficiently. 'llle civilian will act as a liaison between the outside 

evaluators and the polire depart:rrent. 

3. Data on Police Attitudes. The 1973 evaluation, due to 

budget constraints and idiosyncratic changes in the police department 

that 't-rould have distorted measurements, failed to address adequately a 

mnnber of questions that't-rould have necessitated a survey of the police 

department. It is important in experiments like PAC-TAC to consider 

whether "selective recruitment" of personnel might have affected the 

performance of the stimulUS. In our case, it seemed important to dis-
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cover whether the police officers who voiuntee.red for the experiment 

were in important respects unrepresenative of the police department 

generally. In respect to standard demographic variables as 'Well as measures 

on attitudes and values ljJ<e career cannitment, morale, etc., unrepre

senative recruitment seriously impeaches the credibility of generalizing 

either the success or failure of the experiment to other departments or 

to other samples of personnel. 

'lllus, the 1974 evaluation should include an effort to sanple'the 

polire departrrent via a quastionnaire, and the survey should be under

taken tavard the beginning of the experirrental period. 'llle survey should 

be of nodest soope and should also be administered to all PAC-TAC 

offirers for purposes of conparison. It will be cCl1'Venient to integrate 

this effort as part of the rreasurerrent of team attitudes. 

ORGANIZATION OF THE EVAWATION 

The evaluator will be selected at the beginning of the grant 

period, and will have total responsibility for the specific design and 

coordination of the measurement efforts outlined above. The evaluator 

will be expected to produce an evaluation report, surrmarizing the sep

arate canponents and reporting the findings. The evaluator will w:::Jrk 

directly with the Research and Developnent section of the Rochester 

Police J:':l9partrrent, and will utilize the servires of -the civilian 

analyst-cleik wo:rking out of that section of the departrrent. 

In addition, the evaluator will assel1ble a staff of personnel 
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trained to aid him in collecting observations and analyzing data. His 

own resources should be adequate to the task of analyzing all quantita

ti ve data from p::>lioo records, questionnaires to team nerrbers, daily 

logs, personnel records of team l1EItbers, and questionnaires to the p::>lioo 

departrrent. He may expect to be aided in the direction and supervision 

of the ethnographic work, and in the design of the police questionnaire, 

by specialists in these areas. 

The specific organization of the evaluaticn and the exact timing 

of its oorrponents will be within the discretion of the evaluator, within 

limits established by the design., Approval of the evaluator's Clesign 

will be up to the lbchester Police teparbTent. The Roci~ester-M:mroe 

Cbunty Criminal Justioo Pilot City Program will judge the scientific 

nerit of the prop::>sed design. 

TFAINING PRJGRAM 

.As part of the new PAC-TAC program, the training of team rrenbers 

will be undertaken with the intention of supplying civilians with skills 

useful to them in their work. To design this program, the :police 

departrrent will assemble persom1el experienced in the PAC-TAC 

program for the purpose of enurrerating a set of specifically transferable 

skills. 'Ihese will be integrated into a broader curriculum, and civilians 

will be trained around these core skills during the hours they spend in 

the classroom. 

In addition, all civilians will spand approximately two hours per 

night, for five nights, riding as "partners" of offioors on re~ar 
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patrol. .As part of their training program, this conponent is directed 

at increasing the exposure of all PAC-TAC civilians to basic polioo 

functions before they begin their foot patrols. 
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